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Block 3:  Analysing two variables    3.3  Multiple response  

 
3.3.3  Multiple response questions in the 1986 British Social Attitudes survey 
 
[Last updated:  5 March 2017] 
 
Previous tutorials:    3.3.1  Analysing multiple response with SPSS - an introduction  
   3.3.2  [SPSS 15]   First exercise in multiple response 

 
Exemplar: British Social Attitudes survey (1986 wave) 
 
There are several questions in the 1986 survey which allow for multiple response and can 
legitimately have more than one answer.  Some of these are pre-coded (either read out from the 
questionnaire itself or using show-cards): others are open-ended questions for which up to three, 
up to five or even more (recorded verbatim) answers have been post-coded.    
 
The coding schemes and data layout vary.  In some questions each of the possible response 
codes has been allocated a separate data field, so that a particular code will always appear in the 
same field.  In others, there may be many codes, but only a few fields allocated: codes can 
appear in any field and in any order.  Some questions use lists of responses in which the (pre-)  
codes run from 1 to 7 and then start again at 1 so that some recoding of values is necessary.  
 
The data for a single case are spread over 23 x 80-column records, eg: 

 
102050101031072187061        020512      02 

1020502210322023112111121321  31225112112211113442113  05 

1020503 

1020504                  12  012  2004  3121 

1020505                       030113121255111112 21221221   2113501  111111 

10205060102051113111111  2111113102001      010400  1111122      411 2    5 

1020507    5    11111833124225  2211121222222     23668656531112221230801030722 

1020508222111 2       2         1 2       2        2    6        312 

     09 

1020510 

1020511 

1020512 

1020513 

1020514                                       02  2                        2 

102051502115212501                                         22 011 

1020516                9721    063010807327408  001010131 112112           103 

1020517136010808323408  01981015102021         4    03  11 11310501870300486111 

1020518 

1020519 

102052033323223431234432122222223323233211112212221222422244112111121222212212 

10205213333334231232222224413322322121111122322222222212222241422244222 

1020522222224244222313222 

1020523  00.6666 04 4 1 02 2 4 06 2 07 08 6 5 4 4 4 4 2 1 08 04 3 6 1 1 1 5 

 
The questionnaire has two versions, A and B, each comprising a set of core questions asked of 
all respondents, plus a separate set of questions asked only of each of two sub-samples (totals 
for sample A = 1552, sample B = 1548).  The core questions are numbered differently in each 
version of the questionnaire and the variable labels for some questions in the main SPSS saved 
file have dual question numbers at the beginning to reflect this: the questionnaire extracts which 
follow are from version B of the questionnaire.  
 

http://surveyresearch.weebly.com/uploads/2/9/9/8/2998485/3.3.1__analysing_multiple_response_with_spss_-_an_introduction.pdf
http://surveyresearch.weebly.com/uploads/2/9/9/8/2998485/3.3.2a__spss_15___first_exercise_in_multiple_response.pdf
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1a:  Single (fixed) field allocated for each code [Single question] 
 
AQ109/BQ117  a) Have you passed exams or got any other qualifications?  

[Filter question] [codes 1 or 2 in col 65 of record 15] 
 

  b) [If YES] Educational qualifications obtained  
[precoded with showcard] 16 possible codes of which 15 valid (01-15) each in 
fixed location, one field per code (cols 66-67, 68-69 ... 78-79 of record 15 and 
columns 08-09,10-11 . . . 22-23 of record 16) plus one only of missing codes 
97,98 or 99 in cols 24-25 of record 16.  Total of 16 fields, 32 columns. 
  

 
          
 [Extract of 3 cases from raw data: records 15 and 16] 

 
10192150312601163111362                                    222012 

1019216                  1     999021117998999  99999  933                 07 

 

10203150142801                                             2  032 

1020316                        999021117998999  99999  933 

 

100801505123191371 1022 1032 2102                          2220210102 

1008016                  1  1  045040805318302  0005101132222222           05 
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1b: Single (fixed) field allocated per code [Double question]       
 
      Q53  Priorities for Government spending [precoded with show-card H] 

 

 
 
 [Two replies only, 11 valid codes (01 to 11) 2 missing (98,99) two fields, cols 31-32 and 33-34 of 
record 5] 

    
[Extract of 3 cases from raw data: record 05, two reply codes entered in 31-2 and 33-4] 

 
1019205203        2    443    070313221222222222 11311213   113220707111113 

 

1020305203        2    443    090414112322222332 31811123   233220401111111 

 

1020505                       030113121255111112 21221221   2113501  111111 
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2: More codes used than fields allocated: 
 
Q70e  How prejudiced against other races?         [Filter question] 
 

 
 
Q70f Groups prejudiced against   [Post-coded: asked only if code 1 or 2 at Q70e]  

 

 
 
Up to three verbatim replies, post-coded, 13 possible codes of which 10 valid (01 – 10) and three 
missing ( 97 - 99) but only three fields (cols 08-09, 10-11, 12-13 of record 6)  
 

 
 
      
[Extract of 3 cases from raw data: record 06] 
 

1019206      3323122111  1112211801501      007800  1111222      511 

  

102030603    8813112311  1332111100601      003120  3222222      21212    5 

 

10205060102051113111111  2111113102001      010400  1111122      411 2    5 
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3a:  One (fixed) field allocated for each code, but codes are repeated: 
 
        BQ86a  Action would take   } 
             }  to stop or change an unjust law [precoded with showcard P] 
        BQ86b  Action ever taken   }  
 
[9 possible substantive replies, but only 7 codes allocated!!] 
 

 
 
This is a complex one for multiple response.  Columns 71 to 79 of record 6 and columns 08 to 16 of 
record 7 (2 x 9 = 18 columns) are allocated as fixed fields.  Codes 1 and 2 are repeated at cols 
6/78-79 and  7/15-16, but refer to different replies from the list: they need changing!  Be careful if 

you’re thinking of changing them to codes 8 and 9 which are used for denoting missing values! (8 = 
DK,  9 = NA on 6/79 and 7/16)  You need to change the missing values 8 and 9 to 88 and 99 inside 
SPSS first.  There’s only 1 digit allowed in a single column in the raw data, but values inside SPSS 
are not limited like this. 
 
[Extract from raw data: records 06 and 07] 

 
1019206      3323122111  1112211801501      007800  1111222      511 21 

10192071        34444444123555  2132132212223   52655616541233333330104010211 

 

102030603    8813112311  1332111100601      003120  3222222      21212    5 

1020307        222222888121776  2112112122451   23636666343111131180107030411 

 

10205060102051113111111  2111113102001      010400  1111122      411 2    5 

1020507    5    11111833124225  2211121222222   23668656531112221230801030722 
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3b:  One (fixed) field allocated for each code, but codes are repeated: 
 
AQ117/BQ125  Welfare benefits received [showcard GG] 
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This is another complex one for multiple response.   There were 12 possible pre-coded replies, but 
only 6 substantive codes (1 – 6 used twice) allocated!  12 columns (39-50) of record 17  Code 7 for 
"other" in col 51 codes 1-6 repeated from col 17/45 to 17/50 and need changing 

 
 [Extract of 3 cases from raw data: record 17] 

 
1019217003010501213601  00051025198981        3     98 2111310551870030586131 

 

1020317                          03031    5         03 1111290601870300486231 

 

1020517136010808323408  01981015102021         4    03 1111310501870300486111 
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4: Binary variables (dichotomous) 
 
Sets of questions with only two response categories (Yes, No) can be analysed as a block by 
treating them as multiple response questions.   Indeed, any variable can be dichotomised  and  thus 
treated.  An example in this data set is: 
 
     AQ112/BQ120a Actions as Trade Union member (Yes, No – precoded) 
 

 
 
           cols 59-64 of record 16 (codes 1, 2)  

 

 [Extract of 3 cases from raw data: record 16] 

 

1019216                  1     999021117998999  99999  933                 07 

 

1020316                        999021117998999  99999  933 

 

1020516                9721    063010807327408  001010131 112112           103 

 

 
End of note:   These examples will be used in the next set of tutorials. 
 
Next tutorial: 3.3.3.1  Analysing multiple response exercise 1 - One field per code   

 
Deals with a question on qualifications obtained by education and/or training.  There is a list of 15 
qualifications (coded from 01 to 15) each of which has been allocated its own fixed 2-column field: 
the tutorial demonstrates how to read in the raw data, specify a group variable for qualifications 
obtained and produce a grouped frequency table. 
 
Back to:  3.3 Multiple response 

http://surveyresearch.weebly.com/uploads/2/9/9/8/2998485/3.3.3.1__analysing_multiple_response_1_-_one_field_per_code.pdf
http://surveyresearch.weebly.com/33-multiple-response-mult-response.html

